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War has broken out in the Dwarfen capital. Your home was destroyed in the invasion and you were
banished from the city. Now you are forced to rebuild a new dwarf city from the ground up. Expand

your settlement, trade with the locals, and build the perfect underground town. Key Features: - Build
a solid walled dwarf town! Over 45 structures including farms, breweries, weapon smiths and cooks -

Keep your citizens safe and happy by completing quests, crafting items and fighting off enemies -
Explore the world and its many creatures in numerous dungeons, caves, mines and more! - Craft

over 100 items from armor and weapons to decor for your home - Fight dangerous enemies in a fast-
paced, action combat system Game Stats: - Each Dwarf can earn anywhere from 1 to 100 dwarfs
depending on how lucky their play style can be - For every 100 dwarfs a character has, they can
build 10 new structures - Each structure has a chance of failure at 75% for every 100 dwarfs your

character has Gameplay: - A cute, yet funny world building experience - Hit enemies and objects to
get experience and gold to level up and improve your dwarfs skills and knowledge - Craft items to
level up your craft skills to help your character improve and be stronger - Fight dozens of enemies
and bosses in massive boss encounters Game Info: - Free to play game - Work with Up to 5 other
players - Set your own hours of game play - Enjoy hours of play - Dynamically generated fantasy
world - Redstone and other fabric is created randomly every 20 hours of game play - Version 1.0
launched on May 15, 2016 PureDesigns free falling post apocalyptic shooter! The Earth has been
ravaged. Your goal: Fight the invaders, survive and thrive. The weather system is by far the most

complete feature in the game. Rain, snow, and fog add to a total immersive atmosphere. All weather
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conditions are present and correct and are all synced via a weather cycle management system. As
well as the weather, we have 4 weather related event factors such as temperature, light, wind and
noise that change your in game experience each hour. The in game tutorial will teach you how to

survive, hunt, harvest raw materials, build equipment and craft items. You will explore the 16 Levels
and 7 different biomes to discover what resources are located in each biome and how you can use

them to create items that will suit your

Features Key:
Much more layout customization.  Use standard Savage Worlds Boxes for layout, or

add/removal of boxes, text blocks, and special folders for custom layouts.
Change game resolution with full support for DPI scaling!  Use the Fullscreen mode in

Fantasy Grounds to switch between high dpi (800x600, 1280x800), medium dpi (640x480), and low
dpi (320x240) output modes, without any manual intervention.

Many graphical options that work when “full screen” is in effect!  Override dpi scaling and
resolution settings within the UI, add or remove borders, text, and other window components.

Graphical text and image rendering options.  Use font types like Courier, Courier New, Courier
Pro, and Times New for increased readability and effectiveness, modify the font size, style, and

angle, and specify OCR (Optical Character Recognition) and heuristic pattern-based text completion.
Use.txt or.ini files for graphics attachments in attachable game notes. Attach text and

images directly from a text or image editor, including word processors such as Word, NoteWorthy,
Writer and Pages, as well as image viewers like Gwenview and Paint.Net.
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